
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  

 

Acclaimed American Artist and Renowned English Photographer Collaborate During COVID-19 

Lockdown to Commemorate Jimi Hendrix With Limited-Edition Artwork 

 

Indianapolis, IN, USA – A collaboration between acclaimed American fine artist, Walter Knabe, and 

renowned English rock-and-roll photographer, Gered Mankowitz, recently culminated in the creation of 

limited-edition artwork commemorating legendary musician Jimi Hendrix. The piece is titled “Jimi ‘67”. 

 

The edition of 200 pieces were created using a 1967 portrait photo shot in black and white by Mankowitz 

titled “Jacket & Hands” – in which Hendrix was wearing one of his iconic, fashion-forward military style 

jackets. Mankowitz and Knabe worked together to create artwork that preserved the integrity of Gered’s 

photo while capturing Jimi and the London style of the 1960’s. 

 

The 24” x 24” artwork piece blends Knabe’s signature hand-crafted screen printing and hand-painted 

detail using 18 paint colors intricately layered on hand-torn heavy, tactile paper. Each one is signed by 

both artists. “Because I created each one by hand, they are all a bit unique. We wanted the artwork to 

reminisce the look and culture of the time, capture Jimi’s spirit and emotion as well as tell a story  

with color and texture. Gered and I created a way to use the era’s trending colors – such as lime and 

magenta – in a complementary manner. This enabled us to bring to life the cording, buttons and other 

detail elements on Hendrix’s jacket to illustrate his great sense of fashion,” says Knabe. 

 

“I was so delighted when Walter first approached me with the proposal that we collaborate on a silkscreen 

project. His work is amazing, and his expertise in the craft of print making is second to none, so I jumped 

at the chance to join him and create something new,” says Mankowitz. 

 

Knabe is a multi-disciplinary fine artist. After obtaining his Master of Fine Arts, he opened his first studio 

in New York City in 1979, where he worked for many years alongside leading artists and designers. As a 

painter and silk screen printer, Knabe’s work is versatile and includes original paintings and limited 

edition artwork, fabrics, wall coverings and licensed designs. His work can be found in the homes of 

high-profile musicians, athletes, former presidents, Hollywood directors and actors and at exclusive 

retailers and private corporations. Knabe currently lives in Indianapolis, IN.  

 

He has long wanted to create a rock-and-roll series working together with a photographer who had the 

proper catalog. He has always loved Mankowitz’s work and his iconic images of Hendrix. Knabe reached 

out to him during the COVID-19 lockdown and was delighted that he wanted to collaborate on a project. 

From there, a blossoming professional relationship and friendship formed.  

 

~ more ~ 

 

  



 

 

“Gered and I began meeting via video calls to discuss how we might work together. He lives in the  

U.K.; I live in the U.S. Two different worlds collided, and our ideas clicked. He is incredibly talented and 

has shot numerous iconic rock-and-roll photos. The unexpected collaboration has been amazing during 

what has been a very difficult time for the world,” Knabe says.  

 

“Although this past year or so has been exceedingly difficult, and for millions around the globe  

absolutely horrific, as artists our creative minds do not stop. Working with Walter has made lockdown 

bearable – a true collaboration with a master craftsman during a time of great difficulty – it has been a 

joy!” Mankowitz adds. 

 

Mankowitz established his first studio in London’s Mason’s Yard in 1963 in what was to become the 

heart of 60’s swinging London. He began working in the U.K. music industry at a time when it needed 

mould breaking images. As he began to make a name for himself, he had a chance meeting with Marianne 

Faithfull, who had just released her first single. After shooting several photography sessions with her, 

Andrew Loog Oldham, her manager, asked him to photograph the Rolling Stones – whom he was also 

managing. Mankowitz toured America with the band and produced several of their album covers as their 

official photographer. He began working with Jimi Hendrix and The Experience, producing some of the 

most iconic and widely known portraits of the musician.  

 

Mankowitz has continued working in the music world over the last 50 years photographing the likes of 

Traffic, The Yardbirds, Elton John, Kate Bush, Eurythmics, Duran Duran and many others. He also 

shoots other genres of the commercial photography industry including editorial and advertising and 

contributes to leading magazines. He has published multiple photography books of his images and  

co-created/executive produced on six-part TV series “ICON – Music Through The Lens”, which is due to 

be broadcast on PBS in the USA this summer. Mankowitz resides in Cornwall County in south west 

England. 

 

Knabe and Mankowitz already have plans underway for their next collaboration – the second in what will 

become a series of rock-and-roll fine artwork pieces similar to the one commemorating Hendrix. Knabe 

says, “With the great outcome of the Jimi ‘67 screen print and the start of a second image in the series, I 

am even more excited to see what we will bring to this next design and the opportunities it holds to make 

an exceptional piece of art.” 

 

“Our intention is that Jimi ‘67 should be the first in a series of prints, and I am extremely excited because 

we have started on our second piece – which I hope we will launch later in 2021,” concludes Mankowitz. 

 

CONTACT:  

Abby Marmion 

Chameleon Company, LLC 

abby@thechameleoncompany.com  

Cell: 317-796-0419 

https://walterknabe.com/ 
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Walter Knabe Biography

Walter Knabe is an American multi-disciplinary
fine artist. After obtaining his Master of Fine
Arts from the University of Wisconsin, he
opened his first studio in New York City in
1979, where he worked for many years
alongside leading artists and designers. 

As a painter and silk screen printer, Knabe’s
work is versatile and includes original paintings
and limited edition artwork, fabrics, wall
coverings and licensed designs. All applications
of his work stem from his fine art practice. 

Knabe’s work has been featured in the homes
of clients that include high-profile musicians,
athletes, Hollywood directors and actors,
former presidents and at exclusive retailers
and private corporations. 

“My fondest hope is that people who experience my work will leave remaining  hopeful,
motivated and reaffirmed about the positive aspects of life. To achieve this, my creative
process blends a layering of colors, textures and imagery. I always strive to create a visual
that enables people to take away something positive and uplifting that is personal to them,
yet universal to all.”   
~ Walter Knabe

He has long been a trusted source for individuals, design firms and companies
across the world. Because of his approachable, naturally-warm nature, Knabe has
formed genuine and lasting friendships with many of his clients over the years.

WALTER KNABE
www.walterknabe.com



Gered Mankowitz Biography

Gered Mankowitz FRPS is a renowned English
photographer. He established his first studio in
London’s Mason’s Yard in 1963 in what was to
become the heart of 60’s swinging London. He
began working in the U.K. music industry at a time
when it needed mould breaking images. As
Mankowitz began to make a name for himself, he
had a chance meeting with singer/songwriter,
Marianne Faithfull, who had just released her first
single. After shooting several photography
sessions with her, Andrew Loog Oldham, her
manager, asked Mankowitz to photograph the
Rolling Stones – whom he was also managing. 

Mankowitz toured America with the band and
produced several of their album covers as their
official photographer. He began working with Jimi
Hendrix and The Experience, producing some of
the most iconic and widely known portraits of the
musician. 

"I have always tried to photograph the person, to capture something of their essence. Therefore,
the sessions I have found most rewarding tended to be with artists early in their career, before
the ‘image’ overwhelmed them and became a shield to hide behind. When Jimi came to my
studio, he hadn’t had a hit yet, nobody knew what was going to  happen. He was just this
charming young man and extraordinary musician on the brink of stardom.”
~ Gered Mankowitz

Mankowitz has continued working in the music world over the last 50 years
photographing the likes of Traffic, The Yardbirds, Elton John, Kate Bush, Eurythmics,
Duran Duran and many others. He also shoots other genres of the commercial
photography industry including editorial and advertising and contributes to leading
magazines. Mankowitz has published multiple photography books of his images and 
co-created/executive produced on six-part TV series “ICON – Music Through The Lens”
which is due to be broadcast on PBS in the USA this summer.

GERED MANKOWITZ 
 www.geredmankowitz.com


